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FRENCH SAY LOUDLDY NO MORE ”AT THE SAME TIME” AFTER DISSOLUTION’S
STORM 
MACRONISM KILLED BY MACRON HIMSELF

Paris, Washington DC, 10.06.2024, 12:56 Time

USPA NEWS - Since Emmanuel Macron dissolved the national Assembly, last week end, everything went fast and crescendo in
rejecting Macronism, from all parts.
LR, the republican’s party is about to be buried, backed by 7% (only) votes of their leader Francois Xavier Bellamy, at the European
elections. The historical left party of the Socialists, was already in intensive care for years, taken over by the far left led by jean Luc
Melenchon (former Socialist Senator and Mitterrandist), the very controversial leftist leader. They managed to be rescued by an
Alliance called NUPES, in 2012, which included also the Ecologist, communists and socialists. NUPES was in the first place quite
representing the opposition at the parliament, and blocking bills to be passed by the presidential relative majority.

Raphael Glucksman, who is a cool Socialist MEP, renowned for being very active, at the European Parliament and sticking to his
principles of defending human rights and voting bills in lien with his own oath.
He ran the European elections and got 14% of votes tailing up Valeri Hayer the candidate (Renew, in France) of the Presidential
majority sponsored by Emmanuel Macron himself.

VALERIE HAYER LOST HER EU CAMAPAIGN BEHIND JORDAN BARDELLA (NATIONAL RALLY)
She did not manage to convince and ended up, tie up with Raphael Glucksman and vey behind Jordan Bardella National Rally’s
leader and sponsored by marine Le Pen. The young candidate who started the campaign in October 2023, remained the favorite
throughout the whole campaign and eventually confirmed the polls, hitting the top of 34 %. (Source: Ifop Polls). Since then, if not even
before, the firmer MEP, and Member of the Regional Council, of Ile de France (Paris & suburbs) owe his stunningly envious popularity
to his dedicated sovereigntist speech “France first” versus European Union. Marine Le Pen, who previously was claiming Frexit,
changed her own mind, and leaned to her mentored, towards a softer approach “ We don’t want to leave Europe, we want to remain in
European Union, yet changing the current governance”. This new slogan and program fitting this

HOW SOCIALISTS & REPUBLICANS ENABLE THE RN TO WIN BY THEIR INACTION TOWARDS INSECURITY & OVER
MIGRATION
It is no longer the “ Far Right” to combat, used as a trigger to step up for whoever candidate ask the voters for their ballot “against RN”
(National rally)
France is now divided in two switching form nearly 50% left, 50% right, well balanced for decades….The Socialists v ( Francois
Mitterand, versus, the Republicans ( General de gaulle, Jacques Chirac, Valery Giscard D’Estaing, Nicolas Sarkozy which then
leaned to the far left (LFI, rebellious France, founded and led by Jean Luc Melenchon)

THE NATIONAL RALLY IS NO LONGER AN EXTREME PARTY SINCE E. ZEMMOUR LEADS THE FAR RIGHT

One of these candidates (the favorite, according to the recent polls, IFOP-FUDUCIAL, LCI, 19 June 2024, 34% intentions vote) "I
want to be the candidate of reason and put an end to the country's budgetary drift" he proclaimed, alongside Eric Ciotti, his new Ally,
boss of the Republican Party, when they were auditioned, around 10:30 a.m.



WITHIN A WEEK, THE DECISION OF A SOLE MAN, PRESIDENT MACRON DISSOLVED FRENCH PARLIAMENT & DRAGGED
THE BABY WITH THE WATER
There is a turmoil, and the political pot is boiling since Emmanuel Macron, French President, diced to dissolve the National Assembly
after meeting its president Yaelle Braun-Pivet, the Senate’ President, Gerard Larcher and the Prime Minister Gabriel Attal, few hours
ahead of triggering the Article 12 of the Constitution.
The PM, Attal, was in shock, as he happened to be informed after the dices were thrown, and putting his function in jeopardy…To be
continued
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